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9.. THIN SECTION STUDIES OF QUATERNARY 
ANTARCTICC SEDIMENTS: THE WESTERN ROSS SEA 
TESTT CASE 

Abstractt — Thin sectioned sediment samples from Deep Freeze 1980 piston cores were 

analysedd with the purpose of providing detailed information on their depositional and 

deformationall  history. The different types of diamicts in the record, potentially the most 

interestingg when it comes to reconstructing grounding line dynamics, were - prior to this study 

-- poorly understood as they proved to be practically indistinguishable when using 'standard' 

techniques.. With die aid of a microscope, these diamicts could be distinguished: basal rills, 

glacimarinee sediments as well as mass movement deposits were identified. The results may be 

usedd in reconstructions of the (Late) Quaternary grounding line movements on the western 

Rosss Sea continental shelf. 

InIn review with Quaternary Science Reviews. 

I N T R O D U C T I O N N 

I tt may be stated with some confidence that the Ross Sea continental shelf has been the 

venuee for several grounding events in the course of the Quaternary. Oxygen isotope 

recordss indicate that the frequency of volumetric changes of the Antarctic ice sheet 

reachedd peak values in the Pleistocene (e.g. Abreu and Anderson, 1998), and from seismic 

dataa it may be concluded that at least some of these changes in ice volume were 

'translated'' into migrating grounding lines (GL) on the Ross Sea continental shelf 

(Andersonn and Bartek, 1992). That such data can lead to convincing reconstructions is 

beyondd doubt: the "amalgamation" of planar reflectors in the seismic record for example, 

iss Very likely' to represent the composite (Late Pleistocene) glacial erosion unconformity 

thatt Anderson and Bartek (1992) suggested. 

Stilll  it can hardly be considered a satisfactory situation that our knowledge of the recent 

glaciall  history of the Ross Sea area is based predominantly on relatively crude, 'remotely 

sensed'' phenomena and proxies. The obvious explanation for this unwanted situation is 

thatt in the Ross Sea - as in other offshore cases - sediments are in fact the only source of 

directdirect (= not circumstantial), 'high resolution' evidence. As seafloor sediments can only be 

obtainedd by coring or drilling, it should not be surprising that the availability of such data 
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iss limited. Also taking into account that the sediments are everything but straightforward 

whenn it comes to interpreting them, one can understand why up til l now the development 

off  direct evidence lags behind. 

Givenn the scarcity of cores, it is least to say unfortunate that previous attempts to get to 

thee bot tom of the Ross Sea sedimentary stratigraphy stranded in discussions about 

diamictt genesis. Although Kellogg stal. (1979) and Anderson eta/. (1980; 1991; 1992) were 

ablee to identify several depositional facies, decisive answers regarding the origin of 

diamictss in the piston cores could mostly not be given. Particularly distinguishing between 

GL-proximall  glacimarine diamicts and basal till s caused them major problems. 

Investigatingg why proposed criteria were not adequate, it became clear that the actual 

decisionn whether a diamict was of subglacial or glacimarine origin mostly came down to 

onee single sediment quality, which - in addition - often appeared to be ambiguous. 

Restrictingg mvself to 'local' studies I can say that Licht et al. (1999) established that in 

termss of provenance, and also looking at sediment constituents and microfossils, 

differencess between proximal glacimarine sediments and basal tills are often negligible. 

Kluivin gg et al. (1999) demonstrated that stratification - one of the obvious criteria for 

separatingg the two - is not necessarily reserved to (glaci)marine deposits, and that high 

valuess of sediment strength - another popular characteristic to identify basal till s with -

shouldd not be considered exclusive either. 

Too assist in the unravelling of the Late Quaternary Ross Sea sedimentary record, at least 

wheree it concerns the Victoria Land side (see Fig. 9.1), I selected sixteen intervals from 

fifteenn Deep Freeze 1980 piston cores for thin sectioning. In spite of the attempts by 

Lichtt et al. (1999), which clearly led to improvements (see below), I still felt that some 

aspectss concerning the interpretation of the recovered western Ross Sea sediments were 

under-exposed.. Where Licht and co-workers in their study mostly dealt with the question 

whetherr the impact and presence of grounded ice could be excluded on basis of acquired 

information,, I have been looking for microscopic information on whether sediments are 

basall  tills, i.e. whether thev were actually deformed or deposited by grounded ice. 
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FIGUREE 9.1. Map of the study area around Drygalski Ice Tongue and Terra 
Novaa Bay (after Anderson and Kurtz, 1980). Indicated are core locations and 
bathymetry.. Note that four of the cores investigated in this study were recovered 
fromm south of the displayed area (PC 80-85, 90, 192 and 193; see Table 9.1). 

T H EE ROSS SEA SEDIMENTARY RECORD 

Foundation Foundation 

Thee majority of piston cores recovered from all over the Ross Sea area penetrated 

diatomaceous,, muddy sediments overlying diamicts (Anderson et al, 1980; 1991). On the 

basiss of their crude stratification, their sorting characteristics, their composition as well as 

theirr physical properties, the muds were interpreted as compound glacimarine deposits. These 

aree thought to originate in a setting with buoyant ice: the sediment is pelagic, current-

derivedd and partly ice rafted. 

Thee terrigenous diamicts in the cores were accredited to subglacial deposition and partly to 

transitionaltransitional glacimarine deposition (GL proximal deposition). The distinction between diamicts 
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wass made on the basis of e.g. compaction characteristics, grain shapes or the presence of 

certainn foraminifer species (Anderson et al, 1980; 1991). 

Andersonn and co-workers postulated that the Quaternary record in the eastern and 

centrall  Ross Sea is reflective of a quick change from subglacial to marine conditions. The 

supposedd basal tills, found as the lowermost units in the cores, would have been 

depositedd during the LGM by an extensive grounded West Antarctic ice sheet. Anderson 

andd colleagues propose a swift retreat of this ice sheet from the area to explain the general 

absencee of GL-proximal deposits and the commonly sharp transition between the till s 

andd the overlying (compound) glacimarine deposits that they found. 

Inn the western Ross Sea contemporaneous deposits are likely to reflect the behaviour of 

'tributary'' Victoria Land vallev glaciers. During the LGM, these were probably part of an 

extendedd West Antarctic ice sheet. If this assumption is correct, one could say that at the 

timee the East Antarctic and the West Antarctic ice sheets formed one great, 'confluent' 

Rosss Sea Ice Sheet system. Anderson et al. (1991) interpreted the western Ross Sea 

diamict-mudd sequence as the result of LGM grounding of valley glaciers in pre-existing 

glaciall  troughs, again followed by a rapid retreat and subsequent glacimarine 

sedimentation.. The rapid retreat would account for the scarcity of transitional glacimarine 

sediments. . 

Re-appraisal Re-appraisal 

Becausee they were sceptical about aforementioned diamict interpretations, Licht et al. 

(1999)) decided to re-assess a selection of piston cores from the western Ross Sea (Eltanin 

32,, 52 and Deep Freeze 1980, 1987). In addition to previous analyses, they measured the 

carbonatee contained in the sediments and examined their grain-size distributions. They 

arguedd that variable TOC with depth would indicate time-variable biogenic productivity 

(inn other words: marine conditions), whereas a high sand content in a sediment could 

reflectt the marine process of winnowing. 

Viewingg X-rays of the piston cores enabled Licht and co-workers to identify IRD and 

tephraa layers. Particularly the tephra layers form a powerful lead in their work. The 

presencee of volcanic layers consisting of nothing but 'geochemically pure glass' would 

leadd them to exclude a sediment from being a subglacial till : in this case a sediment would 

bee interpreted as a primary, i.e. a not-reworked glacimarine deposit (open water or thin 

seasonall  ice and subsequent settling). In case the tephra layer was found to contain glass 

off  a mixed chemical signature, the sediment would be considered reworked, either by 

groundedd ice or by gravity flows. 

Usingg AM S radiocarbon dating results as indicator for reworking performed a similar 
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trick:: where ages were found to be in chronological order downcore, subglacial reworking 
wouldd be excluded for that particular unit. Again such sediment would be interpreted as a 
primaryy glacimarine deposit. 

Lichtt and co-workers found that all diamicts in cores north of 74° S could by these 
measuress be qualified as primary glacimarine sediments. In cores south of this 'line', they 
encounteredd - apart from more primary glacimarine sediments - also reworked diamict 
units,, which they interpreted as basal tills. This led them to infer that till s do not occur all 
thee way to the edge of the western Ross Sea continental shelf, and that the maximum 
extentt of grounded LGM ice was apparendy around 74° S. 

Assistance Assistance 

Att first sight, the approach by Licht et al. (1999) seems a good way to separate unaffected 

glacimarinee diamicts from subglacial tills and debris flows. It obviously gets round a few 
off  the problems that were encountered in previous studies. 

Stilll  there are two flaws that should be noted: first, the success of the method seems 
largelyy dependent on the presence of dateable material and tephra layers in the cores. If 
thesee fail, deformation in the sediments might just remain unnoticed. Dependent on the 
degreedegree of reworking, i.e. on how 'original' sediment characteristics are retained, deformed 
depositss might be mistaken for primary glacimarine deposits. Secondly, it seems that the 
describedd method can only identify if a sediment has been deformed; it does not specify 
howhow it happened. The differentiation between till s and debris flows seems therefore not 
attainable. . 

Usingg the technique of micromorphology may obviate these shortcomings. Information 
onn what process is responsible for deformation in a sediment is the type of information 
thatt the study of thin sections can provide. Previous papers showed that if a sediment 
'lodges'' indications of any kind of deformation, micromorphology is likely to track them 
downn (cf. Van der Meer, 1993; Menzies, 1998; Van der Meer and Hiemstra, 1998). 
Carryingg out a thin section study of already analysed and re-analysed Deep Freeze 1980 
pistonn cores is thus not an attempt to 're-invent the wheel'. It should be regarded as 
complementaryy to the studies by e.g. Anderson et al. (1991) and the efforts of Licht et al. 

(1999).. It provides detailed, additional information on the deformational history of the 
westernn Ross Sea sediments. 
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T H EE MICROMORPHOLOGICAL WAY 

Thee samples studied here represent Deep Freeze 1980 core intervals that are between 4 

andd 6 cm in width (= the core diameter) and between 9 and 15 cm in length (Table 9.1). 

Thee vertical cross-section areas of the samples range between + 40 cm2 and a maximum 

off  90 cm2. The intervals were strategically selected from diamictic units in the cores (cf. 

Cassidy,, 1988). They mainly represent the area around Drygalski Ice Tongue and Terra 

Novaa Bay (Fig. 9.1). The sixteen thin sections were prepared following a procedure 

similarr to the one outlined in Murphy (1986). The procedure involves air-drying of 

undisturbedd sediment intervals, impregnation with unsaturated polyester resin, cutting of 

thee hardened blocks, and grinding to a thickness of  30 (im. 

TABL EE 9.1. Information on the thin section samples (cmbsf = centimetres below seafloor). 

Sample e 

C.356 6 

C.357 7 

C.358 8 

C.359 9 

C.360 0 

C.361 1 

C.362 2 

C.363 3 

C.364 4 

C.553 3 

C.554 4 

C.555 5 

C.556 6 

C.557 7 

C.558 8 

C.559 9 

Core e 

PCC 80-85 

PCC 80-193 

PCC 80-90 

PCC 80-98 

PCC 80-131 

PCC 80-132 

PCC 80-108 

PCC 80-115 

PCC 80-118 

PCC 80-96 

PCC 80-100 

PCC 80-105 

PCC 80-116 

PCC 80-121 

PCC 80-131 

PCC 80-192 

Interval l 
(cmbsf) ) 
6 1 - 74 4 
123-135 5 
133-144 4 
611 - 75 
53 -67 7 
104-117 7 
129-137 7 
52 -61 1 
6 0 - 72 2 
105-115 5 
6 5 - 75 5 
40-50 0 
55 -65 5 
3 0 - 40 0 
95-105 5 
14-24 4 

Depth h 
(m) ) 
625 5 

732 2 

790 0 

704 4 

755 5 

668 8 

915 5 

841 1 

439 9 

539 9 

708 8 

914 4 

549 9 

713 3 

755 5 

766 6 

Region n 

Scottt Coast 

Scottt Coast 

Scottt Coast 

Drygalski i 

Drygalski i 

Drygalski i 

Terraa Nova 

Terraa Nova 

Terraa Nova 

Drygalski i 

Drygalski i 

Terraa Nova 

Terraa Nova 

Terraa Nova 

Drygalski i 

Scottt Coast 

Bay y 

Bay y 

Bay y 

Bay y 

Bay y 

Bay y 

Latitude e 

76°55'S S 

76°33'S S 

76°01'S S 

75°34'' S 

75°25'S S 

75°33'S S 

75°04'' S 

74°55'' S 

74°43'S S 

75°36'' S 

75°24'S S 

75°03'S S 

74°55'' S 

74°42'' S 

75°25'S S 

76°55'' S 

Longitud d 

163°32'E E 

165°01'E E 

163°11'E E 

164°56'' E 

165°48'E E 

166°08'' E 

166°00'E E 

165°12'E E 

164°15'' E 

164°11'E E 

165°03'E E 

164°07'' E 

164°36'' E 

166°05'' E 

165°48'E E 

163°16'E E 

Thee thin-sectioned samples were studied using Leica™ equipment. An optical 

transmissionn microscope (magnifications between 6.3 and 35 times) and an accompanying 

cameraa were used to accurately examine mutual relations between in situ sediment 

constituents.. In the analvses I focused on characteristics relating to size, shape, patterns 
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andd orientations (see also Van der Meer, 1996). 

Mostt terms that are used to describe the microscopic features wil l not require 

explanation.. In fact they would describe common and known deformational (and 

sedimentary)) features, if it were not for the smaller scale. Some terms are derived from a 

pedologicall  micromorphology nomenclature (Brewer, 1976). These wil l be defined at first 

use.. An overview of important microscopic observations is given in Table 9.2 below. 

TABLEE 9.2. Micromorphological observations. Key: - = absent, not developed;  = rare, weakly 
developed;;  = common, moderately developed;  = abundant, well developed. 

Plasmicc Fabrics Other Structures 
Skel-insepicSkel-insepic Vatcby' Skelsepic Unidir. Stratif. Intraclasts Turbates Lineaments 

 - •/• • 
•• ••  -  •  • •  •• • 

-/ ••  • 

••  •• •  •• • 
-/ • • 

••  •• •  •  • •  ••/•• • 

• ••  • •  •/• •  ••/•• •  ••/•• • 
• ••  • •  •• •  • 

•• ••  •/• •  • • 
• ••  •• •  •/• •  •  • •  ••/•• • 

•• ••  •/• •  •  • 
•/• ••  • 

••  -  •  •  •  •/• • 

PlasmicPlasmic Fabrics 

PlasmaPlasma is the generic term covering all sediment material - mineral and organic - smaller 

thann  30 (j,m, i.e. the approximate thickness of a thin section. The way the plasma is 

'organised'' may be reflected in birefringence models, in the so-called plasmic fabrics 

(Brewer,, 1976). Under crossed polarisers these show up as extinction phenomena. 

Becausee birefringence is based on the optical properties of clay minerals with a layer 

latticee structure as well as on the orientation of such particles relative to each other, 

plasmicc fabrics may be regarded as a means to identify stresses that have been 

experiencedd by a sediment during its formation or deformation. Generally, it may be 
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C.35 6 6 
C.35 7 7 
C.35 8 8 

C.35 9 9 

C.36 0 0 

C.36 1 1 
C.36 2 2 
C.36 3 3 

C.36 4 4 
C.55 3 3 

C.55 4 4 

C.55 5 5 

C.55 6 6 
C.55 7 7 

C.55 8 8 
C.55 9 9 

Skel-insepic Skel-insepic 

•/• • • 
--

•/• • • 
• • 
--
--
--
--

•/• • • 
./• • • 
•/• • • 
--

•/• • • 
--
--
--



statedd that the intensity of the plasmic fabrics is a measure of the amount of strain. It 

shouldd be kept in mind however that clav percentages and the type of clay minerals could 

influencee the degree of development. The presence of 'masking agents', viz. secondary 

carbonates,, organic substances and diatoms tend to conceal plasmic fabric patterns. 

Tablee 9.2 shows that birefringence models in the investigated Deep Freeze 1980 samples 

aree rather variable. 

I nn three thin sections — in C.362 and in the two from core 131 (C. 360 and C.558) - the 

homogeneouss plasma seems absolutely devoid of signals. The samples have a high diatom 

percentagee (between 10 and 25 %) and a low clay percentage in common (Cassidy, 1988). 

Thinn section C.361 (also with a high diatom content: 38 %), shows a complex, 

discontinuous,, interfingering-type of plasma stratification, in which fabrics appear only to 

bee developed in streaks or bands where diatoms are absent. The four samples strongly 

suggestt that diatoms influence the perceptibility of clay reorientations in a sediment. 

FIGUREE 9.2a. Detail of thin section C.358 in cross-polarised light (correctly positioned: top of the 
thinn section to top of figure). The longer side of the image represents 5.6 mm. Diamict with faindy 
reorientedd plasma. Birefringence occurs in isolated domains and shows no distinct patterns in terms 
off  orientation (insepic). FIGURE 9.2b. Detail of thin section C.555 in cross-polarised light (correct 
position).. The longer side of the image represents 10.3 mm. In this diamict irregular patches within 
thee plasma are reoriented (lighter), whereas other zones show no or poorer birefringence (darker). 
Orientationss are hard to establish. This type of plasmic fabrics is referred to as 'patchy'. FIGURE 
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9.2c.. Detail of thin section C.557 in cross-polarised light. Top of the thin section is to the left. The longer 
sidee of the image represents 11.2 mm. 'Patchy' plasmic fabric often accounts for a 'chaotic' overall 
appearancee of the diamict. Note that some of the microcracks delineate reoriented zones. FIGURE 
9.2d.. Detail of thin section C.363 in cross-polarised light. Top of the thin section is to the upper left. The 
longerr side of the image represents 7.0 mm. Once again a 'patchy' birefringence to illustrate that 
withinn this type of plasmic fabrics orientations are varying. Note diat most zones of birefringence 
aree subparallel to the orientation of the thin section. 

AA lot of the samples that zie free of diatoms (Cassidy, 1988) show a faint type of plasmic 

fabrics,, which may be specified as skel-insepic (Brewer, 1976). This type of 'background' 

birefringencee is a 'hybrid' of skelsepic and insepic plasmic fabrics (Fig. 9.2a). The insepic 

typee denotes "plasma separations with striated orientation, occurring as isolated 'islands' 

withinn overall flecked plasma". The accompanying skelsepic plasmic fabrics are very diin 

(estimatedd to be in the order of 10 |U,m), and refer to plasma separations with striated 

orientationss that occur subcutanically (and parallel) to surfaces of silt- and sandgrains. 

Thee skel-insepic plasmic fabrics seem to occur irrespective of clay percentage. They have 

developedd in both samples widi a low and in samples with a relatively high clay 

percentagee (between 5 and 30 %). 

Inn some parts of thin sections C.359 and C.363, and throughout thin sections C.555 and 

C.557,, pervasive, 'patchy' plasmic fabric configurations are exhibited (Fig. 9.2b). The 

birefringencee is mosdy moderately developed. The term 'patchy' was chosen because 

birefringencee occurs in irregularly shaped, mosdy rounded, mm-scale zones. Preferred 

orientationss of the clay within individual patches are uniform and in one single direction. 

BetweenBetween patches, orientations may be very different, which, in combination with the shape 

off  the patches, gives the sediment a rather chaotic character (Figs. 9.2c and 9.2d). 

Inn the terminology by Brewer (1976), the type that would come closest is omnisepic plasmic 

fabric.. Omnisepic plasmic fabrics is defined as birefringence whereby "all the plasma 

exhibitss a complex striated orientation pattern; in thin section the striae have an intricate 

patternn as regards direction of preferred orientation". 

Plasmicc fabrics that are discrete in their appearance, commonly convey a stronger 

'directional'' message. The first type in this category concerns the aforementioned 

skelsepicc plasmic fabrics, now in a 'thicker design' (Fig. 9.3a). These belong to a group of 

featuress that I refer to as 'circular' features. As thin sections are basically 2-D 

representationss of the sediment, in 3-D these features may actually be spherical or open-

cylindricall  (sheath-like). 

Scatteredd examples of such skelsepic plasmic fabrics were found in thin sections C.554 

andd C.556. Unlike their thin counterparts, they do not precisely 'wrap around' the outline 

off  the centre grain. Rather they form symmetrical and nicely rounded and circular zones, 
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ass i f the grain in t he midd le (which m ay be a-symmetr ical in out l ine) pe r fo rmed a 

ro ta t ionall  m o v e m e n t. 

F IGUREE 9.3a. Detail of thin section C.554 in cross-polarised light. Top of the thin section is to the upper 

left.left. The longer side of the image represents 5.6 mm. Thick skelsepic plasmic fabrics around the 

whitee grain in the centre. Note that the dark grain to the left shows a thin skelsepic layer around it. 

F IGUREE 9.3b. Detail of thin section C.363 in cross-polarised light. Top of the thin section is to the upper 

left.left. The longer side of the image represents 9.0 mm. Well developed, distinct, unidirectional plasmic 

fabricss showing up as a masepic, inclined band in the centre of the image. Note that to left and to 

thee right, but parallel to the central feature also thinner examples occur (unistrials). F IGURE 9.3c. 

Detaill  of thin section C.359 in cross-polarised light (correct position). The longer side of the image 

representss 4.7 mm. Particularly the left half of the image shows several, (dis)continuous unistrial 

featuress running at approximately 50° from the vertical. F IGURE 9.3d. Detail of thin section C.553 

inn plane light (correct position). The longer side of the image represents 11.2 mm. Within the overall 

isotropicc diamict, one planar zone shows a concentration of clayey plasma. In cross-polarised light, 

suchh zones are moderately birefringent. 

L inearr or p lanar (the 3 -D equivalent) p lasmic fabric features are s h o wn in 10 out of the 

166 th in sect ions (Figs. 9.3b and 9.3c). D e p e n d e nt on the w id th of the zones, such signals 

mayy be qualif ied as masepic or else unistrial p lasmic fabrics (see Brewer, 1976). Masepic 

plasmicplasmic fabrics refer to small p lasma separat ions that are or iented in (parallel) zones in one 

d i rect ion:: " t he str iated or ientat ion is e longated parallel to the length of the zones". 
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UnistrialUnistrial plasmic fabrics are defined similarly when it comes to orientation, but these tend to 

takee the form of thin, continuous, distinct 'lines'. 

Plasmicc fabrics in thin section C.553 occur in plasma anisotropics like in Figure 9.3d. 

Theyy are confined to the upper half of the thin section. Merely in clayey streaks or in thin 

laminaee or bands where clay density is slightly higher than average, the plasma exhibits a 

moderatelyy developed unidirectional birefringence. Preferred orientations are 

approximatelyy parallel to the elongation of the plasma anisotropy form. The features are 

orientedd in two cross-cutting (conjugate), low oblique directions. 

Suchh a consistent organisation of orientations could not be established in thin sections 

C.356,, C.359, C.555 and C.557. In the first two, in which the plasma composition is 

relativelyy homogeneous, unidirectional features occur isolated and dispersed. Individual 

featuress are relatively short and discontinuous. In thin sections C.555 and C.557, zones of 

masepicc plasmic fabrics (mostly a few millimetres in length and up to around 500 n.m 

wide)) only occur as part of the omnisepic patterns (Fig. 9.4a). 

FIGUREE 9.4a. Detail of thin secüon C.557 in cross-polarised light (correct position). The longer 
sidee of the image represents 11.2 mm. Except for the lower right corner of the image (poor to no 
plasmicc fabrics), this diamict exhibits a patchy, omnisepic plasmic fabric. At the inclined transition 
betweenn the zones, one unidirectional, masepic (unistrial) feature is visible. It seems to be part of the 
omnisepicc configuration. FIGURE 9.4b. Detail of thin section C.363 in cross-polarised light (correct 
position).. The longer side of the image represents 5.6 mm. The image shows at least three parallel, 
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inclinedd birefringent bands, alternated with zones that are virtually devoid of a plasmic fabric signal. 
FIGUREE 9.4c. Detail of thin section C. 357 in cross-polarised light. Top of the thin section is to the upper 
left.left. The longer side of the image represents 7.0 mm. Close-up of one of the birefringent zones. 
Althoughh most of the reorientations in the plasma are onented diagonally (lower left to upper right), 
internallyy the zone is not uniform: parts are masepic, parts are more irregular ('patchy1). Also 
distinct,, fine unistrials occur. 

Unidirectionall  features are 'culminating' in thin sections C.357, C.363 and C.556. Though 

thee strength of fabrics differs, the patterns in each of these samples are alike: the 

sedimentss show discrete, parallel zones of moderately to well-developed plasmic fabrics 

thatt are alternated with zones showing relatively poor birefringence or no birefringence at 

alll  (Fig. 9.4b). 

Inn C.357 and C.556 this 'zonation' is most obvious. Particularly in the latter, masepic 

signalss are restricted to subhorizontal and low oblique bands of at most 5 mm in 

thickness.. Vertical spacing is regular, and, if it were not for local disturbances because of 

poorr impregnation, the bands would have been continuous across the width of the 

sample. . 

I nn fact, thin section C.357 has the same character, although the birefringent zones are 

noww 2-3 cm thick and less uniform. Instead they consist of a suite of plasmic fabric types 

(Fig.. 9.4c). Unistrials and masepic plasmic fabrics are present; some small parts may even 

bee qualified as omnisepic. Internally, the preferred orientations differ, but overall - 'at a 

largerr scale' - orientation is parallel to the outline of the 'reoriented' zone. 

Ass was mentioned above, thin section C.363 partially exhibits a 'patchy' plasmic fabric 

pattern.. Its upper half however displays distinct unidirectional signals. Occurring unistrials 

aree well developed and consistently (sub)horizontal. Although less discrete and less 

continuouss than in the C.357 and C.556, individual unistrial features are in terms of 

intensityy relatively best developed. 

OtherOther Structures 

Judgingg from the common occurrence of plasmic fabrics in the investigated Deep Freeze 

samples,, one may conclude that plasma is generally 'rather susceptible' to alterations and 

rearrangementss during (de)formation of sediments. In the absence of masking agents, the 

diamictss unchangeably show some form of clay (re)orientation. 

Stilll  it should be noted that because of the common subtlety of the signals, plasmic fabrics 

mayy not tell an unambiguous story, i.e. they may not always be conclusive on their own. 

Thiss is why usually in micromorphological studies also other characteristics are 
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consideredd (see e.g. Van der Meer, 1993; Menzies, 1998). In the current paper I have 

categorisedd such characteristics under the heading 'other structures'. 

Scale-wisee the 'other structures' are up to cm-size. In the spectrum of microscopically 

observablee features (which also includes plasmic fabrics), they should be placed on the 

'coarse'' end. The most important for the identification of deformation are assorted in 

Tablee 9.2. 

Tenn samples show features that relate to textural differentiation in the sediment. Using the 

planee light setting on the microscope permits the recognition of (sub)vertical silty and 

sandyy ('crinkle') tracks in C.358, C.557 and C.559, and the detection of lenticular, 

(sub)horizontall  silt and sand concentrations in C.359 and C.553 (Fig. 9.5a). 

Otherr samples show more pronounced stratification, although it often seems 

discontinuous,, or 'disrupted and modified'. In thin sections C.359, C.360, C.361, C.362, 

C.364,, C.553 and C.556, the arrangements of pebbles, silt- and sandgrains, but also subtle 

differencess in the texture of the plasma highlight layered structural patterns. 
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FIGUREE 9.5a. Detail of thin section C.553 in plane light (correct position). The longer side of the 
imagee represents 13.8 mm. Isolated, lenticular, streamlined body composed of silts and sands within 
overalll  homogeneous diamict. FIGURE 9.5b. Detail of thin section C.553 in plane light. Top of the 
thinthin section is to the upper left. The longer side of the image represents 11.2 mm. Well rounded intraclast 
composedd of clay and silt (low grain density) within overall homogeneous diamict. FIGURE 9.5c. 
Detaill  of thin section C.361 in plane light (correct position). The longer side of the image represents 
9.00 mm. Scattered occurrence of intraclasts composed of a skeleton core and a casing of fine-
grainedd sediment (here diatomaceous, clayey). Note that the casing of the intraclast in the upper left 
cornerr suggests a concentric lamination. FIGURE 9.5d. Detail of thin section C.554 in plane light. 
TopTop of the thin section is to the left. The longer side of the image represents 5.6 mm. Turbate structure: 
thee coarse grain in fhe centre is surrounded by a halo of finer grains, which have long-axis 
orientationss subtangential to fhe surface of the core grain. FIGURE 9.5e. Detail of thin section 
C.5533 in plane light (correct position). The longer side of the image represents 7.0 mm. Another 
examplee of a turbate structure. Note that the halo consists of a 'spiralling' organisation of silt and 
sandd grains. FIGURE 9.5f. Detail of thin section C.553 in plane light (correct position). The longer 
sidee of the image represents 7.0 mm. The image shows a horizontal lineament in the centre: a 'train' 
off  aligned particles. The lineament consists of 5 grains with their long axes subparallel to the 
imaginaryy line through their centres. 

Anotherr widespread phenomenon is the intraclast. In the investigated thin sections, 

intraclastss are often rounded (Fig. 9.5b). They measure a few tens of micrometres up to a 

feww rnülimetres in size. In differing abundances, intraclasts occur in all sixteen samples. 

Theyy consist of sediment that deviates from its surroundings. Their internal birefringence 

characteristicss (mostly omnisepic) are generally well developed. 

Thee most remarkable type of intraclast was found in large quantities in thin section C.361 

andd in fewer numbers in C.359 and C.554 (Fig. 9.5c). They are perfectly rounded, circular 

(orr more likely: spherical) sedimentary clasts and usually consist of a core grain with a 

'fine-grainedd casing' (C. 359, C.554: clayey/silty and C.361: diatomaceous). In all cases the 

casingss are devoid of plasmic fabrics. They appear to reflect a concentrically laminated 

internall  structure: incorporated elongate fine silt grains are ordered parallel to the surface 

outlinee of the core grain. 

I nn reference to these oriented (silfjgrains, one might say that microfabric features are 
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potentiallyy very important for identifying structures in 'massive' fine-grained diamicts. It 

seemss that structures occurring in such homogeneous diamicts either relate to the 

orientation,, or to the distribution of skeleton. 

Skeleton,, which is complementary to plasma, encompasses all grains larger than + 30 (j,m. 

Inn the same way as plasma does, skeleton grains with elongated shapes may, either 

individuallyy or in combinations, reflect preferred orientations within the sediment. 

TurbatesTurbates are 'circular' arrangements of grains (see Van der Meer, 1993; 1997). Just like in 

thee casings that were discussed above, turbates consist of systematically arranged particles 

-- here silt- and sandgrains - positioned around a coarser skeleton grain or pebble (Figs. 

9.5dd and 9.5e). This 'core' need not be present in the plane of the thin section. Turbates 

mayy be considered the skeleton-equivalent of skelsepic plasmic fabrics. Dimensions are 

comparablee to the sizes of intraclasts. Turbates occur in thin sections C.357, C.363, 

C.553,, C.554, C.556 and C.559. Particularly in C.554 their occurrence is widespread, while 

thee differences in diameters (even within this sample) are considerable. 

AA quite current 'linear' (or in 3-D: planar) skeleton distribution feature is the so-called 

lineament.lineament. Usually a lineament is composed of three or more grains, which have their 

centress aligned (Fig. 9.5f). The long axes of the 'participating' grains are approximately 

parallell  to the imaginary line through the centres of the grains. Well-developed examples 

weree observed in thin sections C.357, C.363, C.553 and C.556. 

DISCUSSION N 

Mostt of the outlined observations reflect deformation of sediments. Individually, features 

mayy indicate whether the sediment was strained heavily or just lightly, whether it was 

shearedd in a 'neat', simple sense, or whether deformation evolved more chaotically. 

Onlyy rarely, individual features are actually diagnostic for a certain deformational process. 

Decidingg if a given sediment was deformed subglacially or in a gravity-driven movement 

iss therefore mosdy a matter of finding the right associations of indicative micro-

characteristics.. Together these characteristics may have a diagnostic value. 
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MethodologicalMethodological aspects 

Withh this in mind, I would argue that Kluiving et al. (1999), who put Quaternary central 

Rosss Sea sediments to a 'microscopic test', did not 'exhaust' all opportunities that the 

techniquee of rnicromorphology offers. I n their attempts to distinguish gladmarine from 

subglaciall  deposits, they 'merely' looked for specific plasmic fabric configurations that - if 

presentt - would prove microscopically that a sediment was subglacially sheared. They 

arguee that the occurrence of the so-called S-C and S-C-C' type shear band cleavages 

(analogouss to structures found in low-grade metamorphic rocks) are exclusive to basal 

tills. . 

Puttingg aside the question whether gravity-driven sliding can be ruled out as a possible 

sourcee of such fabrics (see Hiemstra et aL, in prep., chapter 3 in this thesis), it seems that 

thee way of reasoning adopted by Kluiving and co-workers implies that the absence of shear 

bandd fabrics indicates that a sediment was not deformed underneath a glacier. I claim that 

thiss need not always be true: although plasmic fabrics should be regarded the most 

sensitivee strain-meter there is, I am convinced of the occurrence of deformed sediments 

inn which 'the plasmic fabrics index will simply not deflect'. In situations where a sediment 

containss secondary carbonates, amorphous organic matter or diatoms (see above) - not to 

mentionn where it lacks micaceous clay minerals (prerequisite) - existing fabrics wil l not 

show. . 

Thiss is exactly the reason why I also contemplated the 'other structures' in the western 

Rosss Sea micromorphological analyses. It seems reasonable to assume that combining 

plasmicc fabrics and micro-scale structures in skeleton potentially leads to more reliable 

interpretations. . 

PhilosophicalPhilosophical aspects 

Beforee actually getting to the discussion and the interpretations of the Deep Freeze 1980 

samples,, it is important to note that I consider the processes of deposition, deformation 

andd erosion at or near the grounding line as parts of a continuum rather than as separable 

'events'' (see also Van der Meer and Hiemstra, 1998; Hiemstra, 1999). I am of the opinion 

thatt where sediments are deposited subglacially, concurrent internal deformation is 

unavoidable.. The deposited material - the basal til l - may be 'newly supplied' by the 

groundedd glacier or it may consist of'recycled' seafloor deposits. I also think that where a 

groundedd glacier removes previously deposited strata, the sediments underneath are likely 

too deform. These subglacially deformed sediments should also be called tills. The resulting 
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groundingg line sedimentary record could therefore theoretically be a mishmash of 

sedimentss with both terrestrial and marine ingredients, either or not deformed by glacial 

overriding. . 

ThisThis shows in practice 

Thee Deep Freeze 1980 samples exhibit microscopic features that I attribute to planar and 

rotationall  types of strain. Conveniendy considering preferred orientations of clay platelets 

andd elongated skeleton grains as a marker for movements that have taken place within a 

sediment,, it is obvious that unidirectional plasmic fabrics and lineaments express 

displacementss and rearrangements along planes. Unistrial as well as masepic plasmic 

fabricss reflect parallel organisations of layer lattice minerals, which develop in case a 

sedimentt is sheared (see Van der Meer, 1993). A lineament should be considered as the 

skeletonn equivalent of such plasmic fabrics: although actual displacements are probably 

veryy limited, also coarser grains may align in response to imposed shear stresses (see 

Hiemstraa and Rijsdijk, submitted, chapter 4 in this thesis). 

Rotationn within the deforming sediment is first of all reflected in the thick type of 

skelsepicc plasmic fabrics and in the occurrence of turbates (see Van der Meer, 1993; 

1997).. Rotating movements of individual grains account for reorientations of clay ('thick' 

skelsepics)) and skeleton (turbates). The fact that turbates are more common than thick 

skelsepicc plasmic fabrics (Table 9.2) - in spite of clay being more susceptible to 

reorientationss - has nothing to do with the frequency of occurrence. 

Thiss statement may be clarified by picturing the organisation of elements within the 

spheree of influence of a rotating grain. The rotation is likely to cause a 'spiralling', 

imbricatee (= not necessarily parallel) configuration of elongate elements in the direct 

vicinityy of the grain. It should be obvious that such patterns can be observed in the 

skeletonn grains simply because of their size, whereas in occurring micaceous clays they 

cann not be observed due to the lack of clear (parallel-particle) birefringence. Only where a 

surface-parallell  configuration is assumed, the well developed, thick skelsepic plasmic 

fabricss may be shown. The turbates exhibit both the predicted spiralling organisation and 

thee core-surface parallel orientation of the long axes. 

Becausee most are rounded, it is suggested that intraclasts have been subject to rotational 

movementss as well. Where they consist of foreign material, the intraclasts are rafts that 

havee been incorporated in the sediment (see Van der Meer, 1993). The rounded shapes 

mayy in this case be explained by erosion during transport and reworking. The 

'remarkable'' casing-type intraclast develops differentiy: it is thought to build up when 

individuall  grains or fine pebbles start rotating. Fines accumulating onto rotating cores by 
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adheringg to their surfaces would explain the observed 'layered' internal structures (see also 

Hiemstra,, submitted, chapter 5 in this thesis). 

Thee occurrence of skel-insepic plasmic fabrics is an expression of a low-intensity 

isotropicc stress regime. It should not be associated with simple shear: the patterns 

constitutedd by the vague, isolated insepic domains are often symmetrically striated, and the 

skelsepicc plasmic fabrics are too thin to consider rotation of grains as a possibility (see also 

Hiemstraa and Rijsdijk, submitted, chapter 4 in this thesis). 

Thee patchy plasmic fabrics are considered the reflection of a chaotic type of sediment 

modification.. As may be gathered from the complex patterns with their multitude of 

internall  preferred clay orientations, 'movements' were probably not well ordered. Though 

thee sediment appears to have been affected in its entirety, some zones and patches seem 

too have behaved different than others in the process. Because of the complexity in the 

birefringencee patterns, it is suggested that the water content in the sediment during 

deformationn was high. Occasionally the patchy fabric can directly be associated with the 

occurrencee of pebbles. In these cases the pebbles seem to have influenced the strain in 

thee sediment. 

TowardsTowards interpretations 

Ass stated, individual features almost never form a good basis for a diagnosis regarding the 

originn and the deformational history of a sediment. Focussing on the gravity-driven and 

subglaciall  deformation as possible options, the trick is therefore to form associations of 

microscopicc phenomena that are 'more likely' to occur in one than in the other. 

II  applied the following principles: 

Wheneverr the features lead to believe that under imposed stresses the sediment was 

allowedd to 'deform freely in all directions', i.e. if the situation seems unconfmed, I 

interpretedd the sediment as a mass flow (Table 9.3). 

Patternss in mass flow deposits are complex and chaotic, not in the last place because of 

supposedlyy high water contents. The 'ideal' set of criteria would include a patchy plasmic 

fabric,, thick skelsepic plasmic fabrics, rounded intraclasts and turbates; the latter three 

preferablyy dispersed throughout the sediment and occurring in different sizes. Most 

featuress in mass flows are thus circular in character. Planar features may occur, but these 

aree likely to be short, discontinuous and in random directions. 

I nn contrast, I postulate that the deformation brought about by the shearing action of 

groundedd ice makes the prevailing type of signatures planar and more organised in 
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character.. I consider unistrial and masepic plasmic fabrics and lineaments common 
featuress in tills. 

Unlikee mass flows, basal till s are 'restrained' in the way they are deforming: the presence 
off  ice on top of the sediment column essentially confines most internal movements to 
zoness parallel to imposed shear stresses. Orientations of individual features in these zones 
-- often conjugate - are subparallel or low oblique to the presumed shear sense (see 
Kluivingg et aL, 1999). Circular features do occur in basal till , but are unlikely to be 
dispersedd throughout the sediment. Turbates for example would occur mosdy in (narrow) 
zoness close to shear planes: the torques required for rotations of grains or pebbles are 
generatedd by displacements eventuating along the planes. 

TABLEE 9.3. Interpretations. 

Sample e 
C.356 6 
C.357 7 
C.358 8 
C.359 9 
C.360 0 
C.361 1 
C.362 2 
C.363 3 
C.364 4 
C.553 3 
C.554 4 
C.555 5 
C.556 6 
C.557 7 
C.558 8 
C.559 9 

Core e 
PCC 80-85 
PCC 80-193 
PCC 80-90 
PCC 80-98 
PCC 80-131 
PCC 80-132 
PCC 80-108 
PCC 80-115 
PCC 80-118 
PCC 80-96 
PCC 80-100 
PCC 80-105 
PCC 80-116 
PCC 80-121 
PCC 80-131 
PCC 80-192 

Interpretation n 
Basall  till 
Basall  till 
Bioturbated d 
Alasss flow 
Inconclusive e 
Masss flow 
Uncertain,, probably basal till 
Basall  till 
Nott deformed: glacimarine 
Basall  till 
Masss flow 
Masss flow, core deformation 
Basall  till 
Masss flow 
Inconclusive e 
Bioturbated d 

Occasionallyy individual characteristics played a decisive role in the interpretations: the 

occurrencee of the casing-type intraclasts (see Fig. 9.5c) for example 'tipped the balance' in 

favourr of a mass flow origin (C.359, C.361 and C.554). 

Similarly,, the occurrence of in situ fractured quartz grains (Figs. 9.6a and 9.6b) combined 

withh an aggregated structure (Fig. 9.6c) in C.356 was considered to be evidence of 

subglaciall  conditions (see Hiemstra and Van der Meer, 1997). Because it concerned a 

ratherr 'special' case, it was not mentioned in Table 9.2. 
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FIGUREE 9.6a. Detail of thin section C.356 in cross-polarised light (correct position). The longer 

sidee of the image represents 5.1 mm. Example of an in situ fractured quartz grains close to a planar 

crack.. The grain, just below the centre of the image, is split in half. F IGURE 9.6b. Detail of thin 

sectionn C.356 in cross-polarised light (correct position). The longer side of the image represents 5.1 

mm.. Another example of a fractured grain. Part of the white quartz grain in the exact centre of the 

imagee (above the grey, elongate grain) is dislocated. F IGURE 9.6c. Detail of thin section C.356 in 

planee light (correct position). The longer side of the image represents 18.0 mm. Marble bed 

structuree (Van der Meer, 1993). The diamict is composed of aggregates that are highlighted by a 

labyrinthh of continuous microcracks. FIGURE 9.6d. Detail of thin section C.362 in plane light. Top 

ofof the thin section is to the left. The longer side of the image represents 18.0 mm. The lenticular, 

streamlinedd form in the upper right quadrant is a remnant of a sedimentary stratification. It is 

composedd of a siltv clay. F IGURE 9.6e. Detail of thin section C.553 in plane light (correct position). 

Thee longer side of the image represents 18.0 mm. Head-on collision. The dark track in the centre of 

thee image is a burrow. The worm passed the pebble to the left. 
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Featuress like lenses or boudins, i.e. streamlined forms consisting of silt, sand or clay, were 

consideredd part of a disrupted stratification (Fig. 9.6d). They are associated with a 

stretchingg type of strain, which is as likely to happen in gravity-driven deformation as in 

subglaciall  deformation. Although not direcdy mentioned in Table 9.2, their occurrence 

wass also helpful in deciding for one or the other (C.359 and C.361: mass flows; C.362, 

C.5533 and C.556: tills). 

Evidencee of bioturbation was established in C.358 and in C.559. In C.358 this evidence is 

restrictedd to short, vertical silty tracks, which are very likely to represent small-scale 

burrowss or infilled channels. In C.559 the evidence is more convincing. The sediment 

showss countless channels and turbate features that are highlighted in differences in 

texturee (Fig. 9.6e). 

Onee should be aware of the possibility that some of the sediments might have 

experiencedd a poly-phase type of deformation. This is suggested in thin section C.356, 

whichh shows indications for 'ductile' deformation in the form of unidirectional plasmic 

fabrics,, as well as the combination of aggregation and crushed grains, which seems 

reflectivee of brittle deformation. Changing conditions are also suggested in C.557, which 

showss localised, small-scale fluidisation and water escape characteristics next to short, 

discontinuous,, planar plasmic fabrics. Apparently the hydrology of the sediment changed 

whilee it was moving down a subaqueous slope, which makes the combination of unistrial 

plasmicc fabrics and the fluidisation features possible. 

Synthesis Synthesis 

Itt goes without saying that presenting a historical environmental reconstruction on basis 

off  merely micromorphological analyses is not a sensible thing to do. In order to 

comprehendd the glacial history of a certain area one should - for a start - have an idea 

aboutt how sediment units correlate, something that can obviously not direcdy be inferred 

fromm thin section studies; most certainly not without having absolute ages available. 

Stilll  I consider it useful to give a 'graphic' overview of the distribution of microscopically 

establishedd mass flow deposits, glacimarine sediments and basal tills, in other words: of 

thee spatial sediment variability in the study area (Fig. 9.7). 
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FIGUREE 9.7. Map of the area around Drygalski Ice Tongue with the 
interpretationss of the individual cores (after Anderson and Kurtz, 
1980).. Key: A — basal till ; • = glacimarine sediment; • = mass flow 
deposit. . 

Focussingg on the area around Drygalski Ice Tongue, basal tills seem to occur on both 

flankss of the prominent Drygalski Trough. On its northern flank cores PC 80-115 and 

1166 (thin sections C.363 and C.556) positively represent basal tills. On its southern flank 

thee origin of thin section C.362 (core PC 80- 108) is less certain, but I still tend to opt for 

subglactall shearing as being responsible for the observed micro-scale characteristics. 

Thinn section C.553 from core PC 80-96 also exhibits a subglacial deformation signature. 

Assumingg that a Late Quaternary advance of David Glacier did account for the 

aforementionedd tills, it is possible that the till in this core - recovered from a (relatively 

shallow)) position outside the main trough - is not associated with the same grounding 

event. . 

Inn conclusion, it can be said that the microscopic data largely support previous 

reconstructionss involving grounded ice once being present on the western Ross Sea 

continentall shelf (e.g. Anderson et al., 1991; Licht et al, 1999). This was to be expected. 

IndividualIndividual micromorphological interpretations of diamicts on the other hand, turn out to 

differr considerably from the interpretations in some of the previous papers. The 
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applicationn of micromorphology to the western Ross Sea case brought to light that for 

examplee diamicts, initially interpreted as basal tills, are in fact mass flow deposits. In other 

casess "unaffected, primary glacimarine deposits" microscopically turned out to be 

subglaciallyy deformed diamicts. Without analysing all differences individually, it is obvious 

thatt the problems concerning the 'macroscopic' recognition of diamict-types - in fact the 

mainn reason for carrying out the thin section studies - may well be for real. 
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